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Abstract 

We attempt to construct a realistic model, incorporating the ideas of 

supersymmetry, compositeness and grand unification. Unification dictates the 

preon/spectator SU(3)x5U(2)xU(1) assignments, while supersymmetry tackles the 

hierarchy problem and partially protects chiral invariance. It is primarily the 

presence of scalar preon3 which allows for a 't Hooft-Appelqulst-Carazzone 

consistent composite generation structure. The various quaric/leptons are 

internally distinguished, with U(D R serving as a broxen horizontal syaaetry. To 

demonstrate our idea, unified SU(IO) is invoiced to give birth to supersyometric 

SU(3)H. compositeness with four low-lying standard families. 

1 Incumbent of the Maurice H. Boukstein Career Development Chair. 



Supersyraraetry (SU5Y), coapositeness and grand-unification are three 

powerful theoretical ideas which, so far. Nature has not been kind enough to 

give us any hint concerning their possible existence. Their individual potential 

to deal with an impressive list of physical puzzles is accompanied though by a 

bu.ich of some newly created problems. For the latter to find their resolutions, 

a common interplay of the above theoretical ingredients has to be invoked. For 

instance, with the cost of facing a significant growth in the total number of 

entities regarded to be elementary, the hierarchy problem, »>,iich really 

characterizes grand unification can be partially overcome once the theory is 

supersymmetrized. Another grand unification originated weakness is the striking 

fact that it can be elegantly realized without even touching the quark/lepton 

generation puzzle, ouch an apparent flavor 'superfluous replication' may in 

principle signify non-trivial quark/lepton substructures, thus calling for 

compositeness. The other way around, as long as the motive of unification is 

absent from simple-minded composite schemes , the SU(3)xSu(2)xU(1> content of 

tne hypercolored preons stays quite remote, and the set of spectators is 

completely ambiguous. Tne other possible merge, namely supersymmetric 

compos!teness, seems to oe promising too. SU5Y is capable of partially 

protecting chiral invariance , offers a variety of scalar preons, and allows in 

principle for Nambu-Goldstone fermions . Motivated by the above, we attempt to 

construct a supersymmetric grand unified composite model capable of supporting a 

realistic low-energy multigenerational structure. 

Our strategy in constructing 3uch a model is quite conservative: 

(1) Contenting ourselves with SUCH) gauge theories, we first search for a proper 

matter super field, such that its representation £ would be both complex as well 

as anomaly-free. 

(i!) Having in mind tne physical decomposition 
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SU(N) 3 S0(N-5)HcxSU(5)G(!xU(1 )„, Cij 

with the understanding that Georgi-Glashow5 SU(5)QG is already broken down to 

S<Kj)cxSIK2)xU(l) once SU(N-5)HC makes its appearance, we require the SU(N-5)HC 

hypercolor interaction and even the SU(3>C piece to be asymptotically-free. 

li. Once HC confines, assuming that superaymmetry is still preserved, it makes 

sense to consider the conventional limit where the standard flavor/color gauge 

couplings are switched off, and the unification mass scale M.^.. is taken to 

infinity. The set of oassless composites must then fulfill 't Hooft anomaly 

matching conditions , and is required to do so in an Appelquist-Carazzone 

consistent manner'. 

(4) At relatively low energies, where superaymmetry is already broken and 

electro/nuclear physics regains importance, we collect all available 

HC-singlets, composites as well as spectators, whose masslessness is solely 

protected by means of SU(3)xSU(2JxU(1} gauge invariance. The resulting set of 

fermions is expected to match the observed pattern of quarks and leptons. Any 

new information regarding tne generation puzzle would of course be most welcome. 

Wnereas the anomaly-free constraint remains practically the same as in 

ordinary non-supersymmetric SUCH) local gauge theories, the asyaptotic freedom 
a 

requirement appears to be much more restrictive in a supersynmetric framework. 

Starting from a general matter superfield transforming via the complex 

representation R. = ?°iZli. with c^ denoting the multiplicity associated with 

irreducible r., the asymptotically-free evolution of some intermediate SU(k) 

gauge interaction, such as SU(N-5)HC or SU(j>c, can be realized provided 

?eic<£i> < 6k. C2) 



C(r.) is the usual quadratic Casimlr operator, weighted by the dimension of r., 

and normalized such that C(N^)=1. Supersymmetry Is reflected by the 6k term, to 

be contrasted with 1 lie in the non-supersymmetric analog oase. The consequent 

restriction on the dimension of £ appears to be so severe that we can only live 

with 

£ = CH-H)Q+P (8<N<11), (3) 

in Young tableaux notation (13 = • ). Hote that N<11 is dictated by 

color-asymptotic-freedom, wnile N>d as otherwise SlKN-5) is too small to play 

the HC role. 

Decomposing via SU(N)*SU(N-5)HCxSU(5)G(JxU(1 ) H , the supersymmetrlc 

hypercolored preons can be easily identified. We thus proceed to analyze the 

emerging composite scheme, with the motive of grand unification only serving as 

a guidance to fix the SU(3)xSU(2)xll(1) assignments and remove the arbitrariness 

in the choice of the spectators. The maximal continuous global symmetry union 

may accompany the preonic set is obtained when approaching the ideal limit wtiere 

g„c is the only non-vanishing gauge coupling constant around, and all effects 

suppressed to the level of M..̂ ,. are simply neglected. For N y , after taking care 

of the HC lnstanton effects, this maximal global symmetry turns out to be 

SU(5) ( KxSU(IM)xUn) HxUO) s x U O ) R . SU(5) G 0 along with horizontal U(J>H 

correspond to the momentarily switched off gauge interactions. 31KN-4) 

resembles the initial replication introduced on the grounds of maintaining 

renorraalizabillty. U(1)„ has been chosen in a special way in order to commute 

u 
with the generators of SU(5/N-1) supergroup whose relevance in satisfying the 
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Appelquist-Carazzone decoupling principle will soon be clarified. U(1) i, the 

so-called H-symraetry °, characterized by the renewable fact that it does not 

commute with supersyraraetry. Altogether, the preon assignments under 

SUC5)xSU(N-4)xU(1)i are explicitly given in Table 1. In this Table, taking 

advantage of the underlying grand unification, we also Include the spectators of 

the theory, specifying their SUCS^xSlKN-inxUO )„ assignments. Supersymmetry 

has a threefold expression in this Table due to the existence of scalar preons 

(and spectators), gauginos, and 0(1)_. 
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Table K - Preon and spectator supermultiplets in the unificabie SU(N-S) 

HC 
composite scheme. We use the notation where all matter fermions and 

gauginos are left-handed. U(1)R is the nost general so-called 

H-symmetry, with 5x*(M-7)y+CN-i|)z+2(H-5)t=0 ensuring the absence of 

SU(H-5)^cxU(1)H anomalies. 
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A note concerning the case of a SU(8) grand unifying theory is in ordei". 

Kith flavor/color closing upon SIKS)^., the HC group is then SU(3). Although it 

is still possible to arrange for 6HC>8C by controlling the symmetry breaking 

pattern11, QCD teaches us that the resulting SU(5)xSU(5)xt)0) 't Hooft anomaly 

equations do not have a solution consistent with the Appelquist-Carazzone 

persistent mass condition. This is why only the N=9>10,11 SUCH) theories deserve 

further investigation. 

Next, we would like to derive the set of composites which reproduces the 

preon global anomalies. It is well Known that 't Hooft equations have in general 

several solutions, so that some extra physics must be invoked in order to 

extract the meaningful one. We thus specify some necessary conditions for 

constructing a realistic self-consistent composite picture: 

(1_) Ho exotics - Having the advantage of the underlying grand unification, we do 

know exactly where SU(i)xSU(2)xU(1) is hiding witnin SU(5)GGxSU(M-'*)xU(1>
3. It 

is of course the Georgi-Glashow 51)(5) factor. This information helps us to 

formulate the absence of exotic composites. Namely, in order to end up solely 

with quarks and leptons under SU(3)C, we better start from totally antisymmetric 

SU(5)GG representations. 

(2) The persistent mass condition - SU(N-5)HC gauge invariance is not capable of 

providing protection against some explicit mass terms a la 

2 — 2 2 

nijJ.Ci|>.+m (l<t>.l +I<KI ). Composites containing those massive preons are unlikely 

to stay massless, and should consistently deoouple. Being more technical, such a 

decoupling can in principle be realized provided the HC-singlet composites form 

representations of9 SU(5/N-M)xU(1)sxll(1 ) R . (The grading of the SUC5/N-1) 

supergroup corresponds of course to left-handed versus right-handed superfields 

rather than fermions versus scalars). Note that the (1(1) which accompanies 
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SU(5)xSU(H-M) to close upon SIK5/N-1) is nothing but a mixture of U(1) anc< 

U(1)s, namely (N-S)i = (N-9>!fH+10]rs. Young tableaux associated with SIKS/U-t) 

will be constructed using the [3 symbol. 

(.i) Stability - For any composite formed to be of some interest, it should be 

immuned against decaying into less complicated composites. For example, 

denoting by a,8,y SU(N-5)HC spinorial indices, the composite A
aEU(r irY is to be 

regarded unstable once Its (A B >+(C„ IT') decay channel is noticed. 

(JO Gauging composites - \ transforms trivially under SU(5)GGxSU(N-4)xU(l)HxU(l)g. 

It also carries zero HC (N-S)-ality, so in principle its addition 

to any supersymmetric composite means a net effect of changing the 

overall U(1)„ charge. Me thus find it reasonable to first try satisfying the 

U(1)„-free 't Hooft anomaly equations by virtue of matter superpreon composites 

alone. The U(1)„ complication along with the possible incorporation of gaugino 

composites will be discussed afterwards. 

The time Is ripe now to implement the above ideas within a specific model. 

But the simplest SUC9) based model has to be ruled out though on Appelquist-

Carazzone decoupling grounds. This has to do with the fact that the 

associated (x.f) preon happens to be SUCO,.,, real. Urand unified 311(10) is thus 

our quite unique candidate, rie proceed to analyze in some detail the resulting 

SU(5)..C composite scheme spanned by the 2'—'5* left-handed superpreons. 

For the sake of simplicity, consider first three-preon HC-singlet 

composites of the 3.*J£*J£ type. Taxing '.nto account the handiness degree of 

freedom, we may have 5^2)^-N^ and S H - K ^ ' K ^ . Under SU(S)G(JxSU(6) they 

transform via 
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(4) 

V!2|/i2|. "• °'D)-

The relative multiplicities of these composites are fixed by means of the 

persistent mass condition. Namely, it is the combination 

(a,1>L-(1,a)L5(a,
,)L+(1,[n>l = C0.1)L+<1,a>R which matters, and one can 

immediately identify the representation g) of SUC5/6), concluding that 

5 11O-1O'V0 L - (a.1) L-(1.0) L (51 

Notice, however, that the internal structure of the 5/_H)"_l£ composite is 

still not completely fixed by specifying its SU(5)G£,xSU(5)xU(1 )„xU(l >s 

assignments. Taking advantage of the scalar preons offered by supersymaetry, the 

fennlonic member of ^'i£*22. can still be 

to °£ *fX 2£ W - (6) 

These composites transform identically under 3U(i)G,x3U(6)xU(1 )„ x(l(1)s. 

Fortunately, SUSX is kind enough to also offering us an Indicator sensitive to 

the composite substructure. It is nothing but the extra UO)„ symmetry. Indeed, 
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R( *LxLxL) = x*2y 

R( *LfLXL> - x*2y+2t 

R t ^ f ^ ) = x»2y*2t 

(7) 

B ( * R X L X L ) = -z*2y 

R( V L V S "z+2y 

" ( y ^ ) = -z+2y+2t. 

This 3trongly hints that U.(1)B may be quite £ useful tool in finally 

distinguishing juark/lepton generations. Note that it is always possible to 

choose z = -x, such that UC1)„ commutes with SU(5/6). Tnis choice makes it 

easier to verify that, as long as U(1) is kept unbroken, the combination 

<*L*LXL )L + (*R¥L'R a 3 " e U " '"WlA* 'WLVR a r s """latent with the 

Appelqui3t-Carazzone decoupling principle, whereas ($.frx, \ * '^ftX, 'D ls not-

Such a difficulty may possibly be overcome once gaugino couplings are taken into 

consideration. \ is of course trivial under chiral 311(5/6)xU( 1)., but has a 

non-vanishing h-charge W O . The Appelqulst-Carazzone partner of (<t>tf. X, \ then 

seems to be '^RXLfL^r'R' Dotn having R=x+2y+2t. 

For more sophisticated composites the discussion is quite similar, only 

that the non-exotics requirement is not automatic.A HC-singlet composite of the 

£.'£.'12? tvPe> for example, may a priori transform via V\ or 1^71 under SUC3/6). 

But it is only 3U(5 ̂ -antisymmetric g = ( p , D - ( Q ,Q)+(1,CD) which would not 

introduce flavor/color exotics. It should also be emphasized that, unlike in 

ordinary purely-fermionlc composite scenarios, composite fermions built of an 
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even number of preons can also appear in the supersymcetric extension. The 

simplest example could have been of the 3,* 5.* type, such as # . But failing to 

provide a proper SU(5/6) superrepresenbation, it seems impossible to 

consistently satisfying the persistent mass condition. However, four-preon 

composites do appear. In fact, we will soon show that without such even-preon 

composites it becomes impossible to establish a_ low-lying generation structure. 

Altogether, we can now list all left-handed composites which have a 

potential physical relevance. Me give their HC-preonic structure followed by 

their full [SU(5)|,GxSU<6)xU(1 >H}xO(1)s assignments, but i^ure momentarily the 

U(1)R complications: 

Ua) VL'— 
i * * * 

(1 ) tO.10.10.10.10 o 

- 0 ="5, i^-cne) _,.],, 

+ 0 =C(5,l)6-(i,6)5]o, (8) 

* @ =UjJI)0-(5.*.6)_1+(10.*.2i).2-(liL5a;.3 + ̂ 126J.4 

-i =(LiU,. 
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The associated m u l t i p l i c i t i e s 1< are to be f ixed by the following <t Hooft 

anomaly •Hatching equations: 

SUCS^)3 : 1 ^ - 5 1 2 + 1113+5535=5, 

SU(5/6) 2 -U(1) s : ^-312+123,^45:15=3. C9] 

VO)i l o " l l + l 2 - 8 l 3 - 2 7 l 5 = - 1 -

The corresponding three-parameter (n,l,m) solution is given by 

. = 2(n+51+6dm), 

, = 3(n+Jl+62m), 

, = 2(n+61+72m), (10) 

2 = (n-1)+7(l+11m), 

= 1, 

The integer n has a direct physical meaning. It simply counts the total 

number of low-lying quark/lepton generations. To see this, let us concentrate 

on energy scales < < A
H C for which the effective theory is a theory of solely 

HC-singlets, and switch back on the electro/nuclear gauge interactions. 

Obviously, £li(3)xSU(2)xU(1} invariance can only protect the complex pi«se of 
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<jf, (composite)^, (spectator) froa acquiring masses. The real piece is believed to 

ip P 
gain masses of order ^ ^ ^ ( P ^ C • tfe therefore count the 

corresponding multiplicities of the available SU(5)QQ representations, and find 

exactly n (10*5*) replications 

U2-713-7?15)+1 = (-l1+612-l{-«Ml3-1J215>+6. (11) 

Notice here the non-trivial spectator contributions, 1 and 6, respectively, in 

correctly establishing a generation structure, demonstrating once again the 

importance of overall grand unification. 

To appreciate the crucial role of SUSY in supporting a n/0 physical scheme, 

it should be first clarified what actually goes wrong in the non-supersymmetric 

purely-fernionic analog of the model under discussion. Indeed, in the absence 

of scalar preons and gauginos, one is immediately led to 1' =1.,=0, since only an 

odd nuober of fermions can form a composite fermion. The anomaly equations then 

exhibit a unique solution, such that the only non-vanishing multiplicity being 

l?= -1. Consequently, ruO and the resulting scheme is generationless. This is 

2 
the so-called 'composite-spectator conspiracy' , which practically prohibits 

ordinary (minimal) unified compositeness. 

SUSY does allow for n*0 multigenerational solutions, but so far n has not 

yet been fixed. It could be nice of course if n would have been determined by 

some extra anomaly equations, those associated with U(1).. Unfortunately, this 

does not work, rie show that the extended set of 't Hooft equations does not 

admit any integer solution, strongly suggesting that U(1)R is spontaneously 
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broken. This does not invalidate whatsoever the desirable role of U(1>„ in 
n 

classifying fsallies. Cnoosing again z= -x, the possible R-charges associated 

with the fermionlc members of the 3U(5/6)xU(1)_ superrepresentations (8) are the 

following 

R(l,) =jy + 2KQt 

H(0 () = x + 2y + 2K,t 

"'ED,,' = * - & * (2ki +1)t 

R(@,) = 2x - y+ 2k2t 

"MfU* = i* * y + (2tc»*i>t 

H(i 1 = Sx + 2kct 
^3 5 

(12) 

This already takes into account, through the various values of the integers k., 

also the possibility of gaugino composites. The corresponding multiplicities 

li(ki) obey 

1 

(13) 

witn 1. explicitly given in eq.OO). 

it is now straightforward to write down the anomaly equations involving 

U(1).. They are 
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SU(5/6)2« U(1 )Rs El1(ic1 )R(k1 >+l̂ <k£ >R<k« M ^ (kj MCkj>+ 

•6l3(k3)8(k3)*15l5(k s>R(k s)*5x, 

U(J)g-U(1)R : Slo(ko)B(ko)-l1(k1)R(k1)*l2(lc2)R(Jt2)-«l3(lcJ)B(J{J)- (14) 

U(1)S-U(1)R : j:io(ko)R
2(ko)-l1(k1)R

2(k1) -l| <kj)R
2(kj )+l2tlc2>H

2 (l^ ) 

-l3(kJ)R
2 (kj )-l5 (Kj )R2 (kg )=5(-x3+2y3)+2«t3. 

The U(1)_ anomaly equation is of no immediate relevance since it receives 

contributions from X'.tX composites as well, and hence can always be 

satisfied. The main point now is that, subject to the constraint (10), eqs.Ol) 

do not seem to have any integer solution. This simply means that ctiiral 

SU(5)GGxSU(6)xU(l)(.xU(1 )_xUO) R must have been spontaneously broken, at least 

partially. On the other hand, we have shown that SU(5/6)x(J(1 )„ 't Hooft 

equations do have solutions which are consistent with the persistant mass 

condition and are furthermore compatible with the generation structure. Thus, 

one may conclude that it is apparently the U(1)R factor wnich gets spontaneously 

broken. This can be formally achieved via >40. From the operative point 
L u 

of view, the breakdown of U(1)R is quite significant. It tells us that the 

physics responsible for fixing the total number n of generations must have its 

origin beyond the scope of the anomaly matching equations. It must await the 

decoding of the underlying dynamics. 

Which (n,m,l) solution of ?q.(19) is singled out to be the physical one? 

In particular, how many quark/lepton generations exist? At the present stage we 

can only speculate that the preferred solution obeys some minimization 
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principle, rflth regard to this, we can thin.c of two possibilities, each of 

which represents quite a different philosophy in classifying the various 

generations: 

1. Generation proliferation via preon replication - It seems reasonable to look 

for a solution whose multiplicities 1^ are as low as possible. Indeed, if wa 

demand 

U J £ q (15) 

for some integer q, then trie smallest q which allows for a multigenerational 

(n>l) solution happens to be q=4. Consequently, these are the four generation 

solutions 

(n,l,m) = (±4,+1,0) (16) 

which become our candidates. To be somewhat more explicit, the corresponding 

•t Hooft multiplicities are 1Q= -2, 1,= j, 1J= -<l, 12= -M, I s -1, 15= 0 and 

1Q= 2, i,= -i, lj=t, 12=2, l si, 15=0, respectively. The j0_ and JO*. 3U(5) G G 

representations come from -'*jjj-|3(or 2J^)+0) plus one spectator, tfhereas each ra 

contributes Just one single J0_, it is the SU(6) global symmetry which causes the 

10 's in [4to cone with a seven-fold replication. Hence, allowing for the usual 

parity doublet formation at the stage where SU(2)xSU(2)xU(1) is the only 

symmetry around, the four U). (or JO*) net survivals originate from the 

non-trivial SIK6) representation (with the option of one of them being the 
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spectator). A very similar discussion holds for the fundamental SU(5)QQ 

representations. Altogether we observe that it is primarily the original preon 

replication (3) which triggers the ultimate generation proliferation. It is 

interesting to notice that tne resulting quarlcs and leptons of this model are 

four-^reon composites! 

2. 11(1), as a horizontal symmetry - Another economical choice is the following 

(n.l.m) = (n.o.o), (17) 

for which 1 ,=15=0, and hence all composite representations J0_ of SUC5)G„ appear 

to be SU(6) singlets. This is a new situation, where the initial preon 

replication has nothing to do with the final flavor proliferation. In a 

non-supersymmetrlc theory this would have meant a 'superfluous replication', but 

here it actually opens the door for U O ) R to serve as a broken horizontal 

symmetry. Tne composite quarlcs and leptons are viewed now as S'S'IQ* HC-singlet 

objects. If these generations are indeed internally distinguished, they may only 

be of the form 

#X. **f» **X (18) 

Hence it is reasonable to expect l2=j, leading to n=l2+1=1. One of the four 

low-lying generations is thus characteristically elementary (at least its 10 

member). The total number of generations primarily reflects the number of 

independent ways to construct the proper type of a three-superpreon composite 

ferraion. 
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Altogether we have tried to give a grand unified description of composite 

quarks and leptons, focussing on the need for supersymmetrizing the theory. Some 

theoretical aspects of this hypothesis have been analyzed, and a specific model, 

leading to four low-lying generations, has been suggested. 

This work has been supported in part by the U.S.-Israel Binational Science 

Foundation. 
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